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Historical Financial Statistics



Welcome to Historical Financial Statistics (HFS), a free, noncommercial data set on exchange rates, central bank and commercial bank balance sheets, interest rates, money supply, inflation, international trade, government finance, national accounts, and more. Our focus is data from roughly 1500 to 1950, although we have earlier and later data. Historical Financial Statistics currently contains about 150,000 annual data points and more than 2 million higher-frequency data points. It is intended to complement a number of long-established databases whose coverage begins in the mid 20th century.  


The editor of Historical Financial Statistics is Kurt Schuler, Senior Fellow in Financial History at the Center for Financial Stability (CFS).  The data in Historical Financial Statistics are available thanks to the generosity of many researchers.  For a full list, see the acknowledgments.


Data

Data are in Excel spreadsheets, often in Excel binary (.xlsb) format, which is only compatible with Microsoft Office 2007 and later versions. Click on the links below to download the spreadsheet workbooks. On some computers, files may download to your default download folder. Several are large and may download slowly. Data are often not repeated across tables, so if you are looking for an end of year exchange rate, for instance, start with the annual general table, and if you do not find it there, look at the monthly general table and the monthly and daily indicator tables focusing on exchange rates.


(1) General tables, showing many categories of data (one big workbook)
	Annual data starting before 1800 (sparse data, hence a separate spreadsheet); annual data since 1800; monthly data (includes semiannual and quarterly data) (Uploaded Nov 20, 15).




(2) Indicator tables, focusing on a single category of data
	Exchange rates
	Daily official rates (in progress, so little data currently) (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Daily and monthly market rates, including daily gold and silver prices (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).


	Interest rates:  Daily policy interest rates of central banks; daily market interest rates; annual bond yields; monthly bond yields from the interwar period (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Exchange controls (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).



(3) Additional data that do not fit into the standard templates above
	Various country data at a higher level of detail than the main spreadsheets allow, such as monthly data of price indices across France during the French Revolution (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Unofficial New York stock prices during the 1914 closure of the New York Stock Exchange (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Monthly raw data from the League of Nations on interwar price indices (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Telephones (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).



Documentation

The “Data Notes” PDF file, more than 250 pages long, provides detailed background information and references for the data in Historical Financial Statistics. It also contains copyright information, a legal notice, suggestions on how to cite us, and the conditions that apply to reproducing data. (In particular, restrictions exist on reproducing data for any commercial use and for noncommercial database use, and we assume no liability for the data.) Certain other useful files are also listed below. All are in Excel or PDF.

	Data Notes (main documentation file, essential for scholarly users of the data) (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Hints on using data with Excel (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Current city and country names in English that differ from local or historical names (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Spreadsheet of calendars (Julian, Gregorian, Islamic, Chinese, etc.) (Uploaded Jun 19, 15).
	Notes about calendars (Uploaded Jun 19, 15).
	Key dates in financial history (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).
	Calculating inflation rates in periods of high inflation when only exchange rates are available (Uploaded Mar 02, 15).


Contact Information

Kurt Schuler

Senior Fellow in Financial History at the CFS

kschuler@the-cfs.org
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Links of Interest

Sites with extensive data before the mid 20th century:


	EH.net
	European State Finance Database
	Global Financial Data (unlike the other sites listed, entirely fee-based)
	Global Price and Income History Group
	Groningen Growth and Development Centre
	International Institute of Social History
	Jordà-Schularick-Taylor Macrohistory Database
	Medieval and Early Modern Data Bank
	South-East European Monetary History Network
	Historicalstatistics.org
	V-DEM (Varieties of Democracy; incorporates data from CLIO World Tables)


Sites whose data are predominantly or entirely since the mid 20th century:

	Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED)
	International Monetary Fund databases, especially International
Financial Statistics (some free data, some fee-based)
	Penn World Table
	United Nations databases
	World Bank databases, especially World Development Indicators




New scholarship on economic history, including financial history:

	New Economics Papers – Business, Economic and Financial History




More specialized data sets

	Federal Reserve Weekly Balance Sheet Since 1914
	Bank of England-Bank of Canada Sovereign Default Database
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